Planets D6 / Wasskah
Name: Wasskah
Region(s): Mid Rim
Sector: Mytaranor sector
System: Kashyyyk system
Planet: Trandosha
Class: Terrestrial
Atmosphere: Breathable
Primary terrain: Forests
Points of interest: Island Four
Native fauna: Convor, Insects, Momong
Description: Wasskah was a moon which orbited the planet
Trandosha. An island was used as a game preserve, where sentient beings were transported to in order
to be hunted by Trandoshans for sport. During the galaxy spanning Clone Wars, Jedi Padawan Ahsoka
Tano was captured by the Trandoshan hunter Lo-Taren on the planet Felucia and brought to Wasskah,
where she, along with other captured Jedi younglings, were hunted for sport. The younglings' leader,
Kalifa was eventually killed on the moon, leaving Tano to lead the survivors.
A moon controlled by the Trandoshan species, Wasskah was used as a game preserve for the
Trandoshans to hunt sentient beings. The moon contained islands with sandy beaches and thorn-filled
forests. During the intergalactic Clone Wars, Jedi Padawan Ahsoka Tano was abducted from the planet
Felucia by the hunter Lo-Taren and brought to Wasskah to be hunted. Taken to Island Four, Tano met
with a group of Jedi younglings, led by the distraught Corellian Kalifa. Kalifa was eventually slain by the
Trandoshans, forcing Tano to lead the remaining survivors.
As Tano and the younglings fought to stay alive, the Trandoshans, led by Garnac, brought a new set of
victims to the moon. However, their transport was damaged when Tano and the younglings O-Mer and
Jinx attacked it. One of the prisoners, the Wookiee Chewbacca, was able to flee with the younglings.
Chewbacca suggested to the younglings that they find parts to build a transmitter with, and call for help.
They acquire the parts on one of Wasskah's sandy beaches, and took the Trandoshan Smug hostage.
With Smug's forced help, the survivors commandeered a Trandoshan hunting pod and make their way to
the Trandoshan's floating hunting lodge. After an intense fight, the starship Halo arrived, carrying the
Wookiee warrior General Tarfful. After receiving a distress call from Chewbacca, Tarfful had hired the
services of the bounty hunter Sugi in order to enact a rescue mission. Tarfful and the Wookiees under his
command dispose of the Trandoshans and the rescue mission is ultimately a success.
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